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There is no argument that increased broadband is desperately needed, particularly in rural 

areas. This need was evident before the onset of the novel Coronavirus but has only become more 

acute since. So how do we find the best way to get more broadband to those areas that need it 

most? 

First and foremost, there needs to be a national recognition and acceptance that broadband 

is the essential utility of the 21st century. Like electricity, water and sewage, federal, state and 

local governments, private investors and communities all have parts to play in ensuring that 

broadband is deployed throughout the United States. And it is not just the last mile connection to 

a home that must be undertaken. There needs to be planning for middle-mile expansion -- those 

critical links between the large internet pipes and the communities themselves. And as discussed 

below, this critical middle-mile infrastructure is fundamental to decreasing the overall cost of 

deployment, particularly in those areas captive today to only one or in some cases no middle-mile 

provider. Federal and state governments must also recognize that more fiber deployment must be 

in place to ensure ubiquitous deployment of 5G wireless. Without this, we will be simply building 

further digital divides between urban and rural areas.  

Second, to ensure that any investment is both sufficient and sustainable, the minimal speed 

requirements and long-term viability of any investment in network facilities must be refocused on 

the long term. For example, any investment in such dismal speeds as 25/3 today locks communities 

into many additional years of outmoded and insufficient broadband requirements. “Future-proof” 

needs to become a key mantra for investment, not the current chant of “technology neutrality” and 

least expensive deployment per capita that only meets some minimal standard. It is not enough to 

get a community up to speed, we must ensure that they remain able to grow as their demands grow 

without continuous additional investments required.  

  Third, we must stop the land grab for broadband funding that dictates that the most 

organized, well financed and perhaps politically connected communities get the funding first. This 

creates pockets of broadband islands around a state with those areas with the resources necessary 



to organize getting their needs met prior to assessing whether they were in fact the most in need.  In 

a fundamental shift of state (and federal) funding evaluations, states must create better assessments 

that review economic development data, student broadband data and the capacity of an area to 

support telemedicine. Once this information is known and indexed, areas requiring broadband can 

be rank ordered and a plan for achieving universal coverage created. 

States should prioritize (funding, policy, strategy) the development of an open access, IOU-

centric, 5G ready, competitive statewide middle-mile fiber network to:  

• Reduce cost of monopoly middle-mile,  

• Provide broadband where it is needed most,  

• Empower a new generation of “smart” applications (energy, healthcare, autonomous 

systems, IoT),  

• Serve as a platform for private “LTE” networks for utility industry transformation. 

We should be encouraging IOUs to build these essential middle mile networks by permitting 

them the following flexibility:  

• Allow additional infrastructure placement in existing easements without the need to obtain 

rights-of-way owner approval and additional costs 

• Require that all infrastructure constructed with state funds be “open access” or at a 

minimum multi-vendor (5G equipment) 

• Allow for recovery of net buildout and operating costs through IOU rate base with 

corresponding rate changes including spectrum acquisition/rental as recoverable cost 

• Incentivize collaboration between IOUs and Telecoms and other last mile providers. 

Fourth communities need to be engaged and supportive in the process of any broadband 

deployment, even if they do not initially fully recognize the value that such deployment will bring. 

Financing for such public private partnerships between communities, last mile and middle-mile 

providers is key and communities need to impact the ultimate build investment parameters.  This 

includes coming to the table with demand aggregation that details the who and what needs of a 

given area. They should also understand what assets they currently possess to reduce investments 

costs of both middle and last mile buildout, such as regional fiber networks that can be tapped and 

then used to “buy down” the cost of a new build out.  We also need to recognize the importance 

of community cost reductions from protecting critical infrastructure such as gas pipelines and the 



electric grid. These cost reductions need to be factored into state efforts to determine final funding 

needs and whether it will be achieved through grants/loans or rate increases. 

 And it is not just funding for initial deployment that needs to be considered by state and federal 

sources. It is also the need for expansion capital as communities grow and need more facilities.  We 

do not want to choke off broadband expansion by not properly reserving and encouraging such 

financing either through public financing or loan guarantees. 

 In its recent report, the Benton Institute1 points out that middle-mile services create some of 

the greatest cost impediments for critical last mile broadband deployment particularly in rural areas 

with only one provider. In areas where new middle-mile facilities, particularly open access 

facilities, have become available, costs for transport have declined on the order of 600%.  The Pew 

Charitable Trust2 concludes that “investment in middle-mile infrastructure facilitates last-mile 

deployment.    

In another example, the Benton reports cites the importance of the middle-mile network 

MassBroadband 123 in enabling a buildout in a community of only 350 residents. The cost to build 

last mile fiber to the entire community was budgeted at $1.5M which without MassBroadband 123 

would not have even covered the cost of building fiber to the nearest Internet point of presence.  

So how do we create incentives to unlock the value of broadband investment by large investor-

owned utilities – the entities with the most extensive reach and assets into rural areas that could be 

utilized for this critical middle-mile deployment? 

 While unfortunate, it does appear that the states most likely to be amenable to regulatory and 

legislative actions to speed broadband deployment are those that already have established state 

broadband infrastructure in place such as offices, staff, and funding. As discussed above we would 

recommend focusing on getting those states (and all states) to develop statewide plans that focus 

on the areas that are most in need rather than the first come, first served basis used today. 

 Given that, we would recommend that the IOUs continue to focus on states such as Virginia 

that have broadband staffing and funding infrastructure and have already enacted incentive 

legislation and then try to influence other states to enact legislation that would further the 

incentives for middle-mile deployment by IOUS. 

 
1 https://www.benton.org/publications/middle-mile 
2 https://www.pewtrusts.org/-/media/assets/2020/03/broadband_report0320_final.pdf 
 



 This legislation (and the need to get Virginia to move beyond the pilot stage to the permanent 

stage) should include the following: 

1. Elimination of requiring IOUS to return to rights of way owners to request permission to 

deploy communications facilities in the allocated electric easements. These facilities might need 

to be expanded to include additional poles (perhaps monopoles) that will accommodate both the 

fiber and antenna needs of 5G 

2. Encouragement of state personnel to prioritize geographic areas where broadband 

deficiencies are at their worst and assist in funding those areas, including assisting IOUs in finding 

last mile partners. 

3. Loosening of restrictions on municipal owned utilities to expand the potential number of 

last mile providers. 

4. Allowance for cost recovery for these competitive open-access middle-mile buildouts. 

Allowing IOUs to place net costs for their build outs into their rate base builds upon the recognition 

that broadband is an essential utility and cost recovery should be borne by all as a public good.  It 

also recognizes the role that the addition of fiber and advanced wireless to the utility’s assets play 

in support of the public policy goal for grid modernization 

  IOUs bring tremendous critical potential assets to the table needed for middle-mile 

deployment and federal, state, and local governments should all be encouraging their active 

participation in participation in meeting our country’s needs.  
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